
The Flatline Kiss (Written by Flash) 
 
This is a guide on how to trade the flat line kisses. Here's how it 
goes! 
 
1 - Identify pairs that recently had their support/resistance broken 
or tested. 
 
2- Wait for this ongoing trend to start pulling back and for 
support/resistance to flatten out. 
 
3- If it does chose to retest the Support/Resistance, that's when you 
get ready for the "flatline kisses". 
 
4- When signals show up, use momentum or a 1 min kiss as your 
triggers. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Here's couple of examples with explanation: 
 
 

 

EUR/USD 15min charts 
 
The 15 min support line was previously broken 
and EU started to pull back for couple of hours 
but ended up wanting to retest the support 
around 10 o’clock. The surviving RED up signal 
on the 15 min charts warned us that a flatline 
kiss might be coming. The PINK 15 signal then 
came to confirm the flatline kiss.  



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

EUR/USD 4h charts 
 
The support line was previously broken and EU started 
to pullback. It wanted to retest the support line one 
more time but failed to do. We got our 4h Pink signal 
which was our confirmation and ended being a winner! 

DX 1h/4h charts 
 
This DX setup is a perfect example of a 
flatline kiss. Support line was perfectly flat 
and we had a RED arrow on the 4h (Right 
chart) signaling a possible reversal, the 
PINK on the 1h (Left chart) confirmed our 
bias.  

GBP/USD 1h charts 
 
On this chart, we notice how the 2 previous 
PINK up signals were effective but the FLAT 
resistance was a challenge to go through. 
Because of this, we got a nice PINK down 
arrow on the flatline kiss, which gave us nice 
trades to the downside. 

EUR/USD 5min charts 
 
The support line was previously broken multiple 
times but the pair ended up pulling back and give 
time to the support line to flatten out. The last 
PINK up on the flatline support was our 
confirmation that the pair wasn't ready to break 
through support again. In this situation, we could've 
used momentum or a 1min kiss as our entries for 
quick pips! 



Notes: 
 
- They are reversal trades (against the trend). 
 
- They don't happen everyday on all the pairs. 
 
- 1 min charts are used for ENTRIES only.  
 
- Flatline kisses MIMS are beautiful, never seen one lose.  
 
- If momentum starts to flash against you, PULL OUT. It might 
want to go for one more run to break the support/resistance.  
 
- The bigger the timeframe, the more pips will be available to catch 
(4h flatline kisses usually go for 40+ pips if you have the patience 
to leave your trade open even when the session is done) 
 
- To minimize your risk, your SL can be placed right before 
Resistance or right after Support. You don't always need to risk the 
15-20 pips most of us usually go with. But the bigger timeframe 
you trade your flatline kiss on, the bigger SL you will need to use 
(4h candles are bigger than 5 min candles), the reward will also be 
bigger. 
 
- Recommended Take Profits: 
 > 5 min flatline kiss: 5 pips  
 > 15 min flatline kiss: 5-10 pips 
 > 1h flatline kiss: 10+ pips 
 > 4h flatline kiss: to your own discretion but they are big  
 winners. 
 
- Never never go against the majors signals (1h/4h Mims and 1h/4h 
Yellow signals). Batman and Natalia made that clear enough! 
 
- Have fun trading! :) 


